We developed a decision-support system for IBM's supply-chain-configuration decisions. Managers and analysts used this prepackaged multiobjective decision-analysis procedure in facilitated workshops to analyze mid-level supply-chain configuration decisions based on 22 considerations covering cost, quality, customer responsiveness, strategic issues, and operating constraints. These multiattribute utility analyses incorporated uncertainty through expert estimates of probabilities and were implemented in a spreadsheet environment. We applied the approach to five IBM supply-chain decisions, and the results satisfied internal stakeholders that the analysis correctly included financial and nonfinancial considerations along with the associated risks and provided a useful audit trail for executive management. IBM now views this decision-support system as a potential template for future supply-chain decisions.
W
e developed and applied a decision-support system (DSS) based on multiobjective-decisionanalysis methods to supply-chain configuration at IBM. IBM Integrated Supply Chain, with $39 billion in annual expenses, sets overall supply-chain-management policy for IBM, investigates and executes midlevel decisions such as make-or-buy and regional sourcing decisions, and specifies the details of supply location and logistics. Our DSS targets mid-level decisions that affect many critical aspects of the supply chains for IBM products. In fact, these mid-level decisions essentially determine the design of each product's supply chain, and hence these decisions affect the overall performance and cost of the resulting supply chain. The process previously used to make these decisions directly addressed financial estimates but handled important qualitative aspects in an informal, nonstandardized manner. The DSS we developed provides a standard analysis process based on multiobjective decision analysis, including multiattribute value analysis and probabilistic risk assessment.
Background
Companies increasingly source and manufacture globally to improve cost-efficient fulfillment, geographically broaden their supply bases, and increase procurement options. As a result, supply-chain management is becoming more complex, and companies are integrating global supply-chain planning, design, and management to improve operational efficiency and reduce costs while maintaining or improving customer service (Ohmae 1995, Cohen and Huchzermeier 1999) .
In keeping with this trend, IBM has combined supply-chain-management activities into IBM Integrated Supply Chain to provide end-to-end supplychain management, including product development, procurement, planning, manufacturing, order management, distribution, and after-market sales and service (IBM Annual Report 2003) . Major international companies like IBM obtain components and subsystems for their products globally, and it is not feasible to make supply-chain-design decisions simultaneously for all these components and subsystems. Instead, companies typically separate planning and structuring of a global supply chain into three sequential activities: (1) policy setting, (2) overall configuration, and (3) detailed scheduling and design. An example of policy setting is adopting a policy that the firm will outsource the design and manufacturing of a particular class of products to original design manufacturers (ODMs). An example of overall configuration is deciding to use multiple ODMs in a particular region of China, and an example of detailed scheduling and design is setting daily, weekly, and monthly production schedules.
Although no clean line divides these three types of decision making, and some supply-chain decision making includes more than three types, this division generally applies (Chopra and Meindl 2004) . In setting policy, companies address questions of interest to executive management within the context of corporate strategy; in designing the details of supply chains, there are well-established methods to deal with practical scheduling, operational and cost issues (Cohen and Huchzermeier 1999) . However, methods to address the intermediate level of overall configuration are not as well established, and we developed an approach to standardizing this process.
Decision-making processes for this intermediate level of supply-chain configuration are not as well established as methods for analyzing strategy or designing detailed supply chains because this intermediate level has only recently become important as outsourcing and globalization have increased the fluidity and complexity of supply chains (Cohen and Huchzermeier 1999) . To cope with this complexity, companies need an intermediate step in the planning process. We developed our DSS to address the situation at IBM, but many companies could use variations on this approach for supply-chain decision making.
The Previous IBM Decision-Making Process
Prior to our work, "IBM corporate technical and manufacturing instruction 121" (T&M 121) specified a three-phase process to evaluate sourcing of manufacturing services: (1) study identification and evaluation, (2) decision, and (3) execution and communication. Our work focused on the first phase, study identification and evaluation. IBM policies and procedures specified that this phase should proceed through six steps: (1) identify optimization possibilities, (2) specify sourcing considerations, (3) analyze financial and nonfinancial issues, (4) assess supplier risks, (5) assess the range of risks and rewards for IBM, and (6) decide to make or buy.
In the first step, identify optimization possibilities, managers and analysts identified potential changes to component manufacturers. T&M 121 specified that any change in supply-chain strategy had to provide one or more of the following benefits: improved customer service, reduced manufacturing cost, reduced need for redeployable in-house (IBM) skills, combined development and production capability, improved alignment with brand strategies, or redeployment or disposal of nonstrategic IBM assets.
In contrast to
Step 1, T&M 121 did not include a procedure to specify sourcing considerations (Step 2). T&M 121 specified that Step 3, analyze financial and nonfinancial issues, was to evaluate the "total impact to IBM's after tax earnings, cash flow, and return on investment," but it specified no procedure to estimate this overall impact. T&M 121 also did not list the factors to be considered in analyzing nonfinancial effects but noted that they would depend on the specific decision. In practice, sourcing analysts often listed factors for a particular decision and judged these factors for competing alternatives using a qualitative scale (+ 0 −) to assess how well each would perform relative to the current supply-chain configuration.
In
Step 4, assess supplier risk, analysts evaluated the viability of potential suppliers. T&M 121 specified that they were to judge financial risk, environmental risk, and security risk, as well as the supplier's planning capabilities and competitive position in its industry. T&M 121 specified that Step 5, assess the ranges of risks and rewards, should include multiple scenarios and sensitivity analyses to indicate the possible ranges of risks and rewards for particular alternatives, but it did not specify what variations in assumptions and parameters to use. In practice, analysts assessed financial risk quantitatively by developing different scenarios to represent the risks. They usually assessed nonfinancial risks more informally, typically using a qualitative scale (+, 0, and −), and they made no quantitative assessment of trade-offs among evaluation considerations nor allowances for the levels of uncertainty about the outcomes of specific alternatives.
T&M 121 specified that executive management would make the make-or-buy decision (Step 6) based on the financial and nonfinancial results of the previous steps, including the risk assessment and the various scenarios and sensitivity analyses. T&M 121 did not specify a decision-making procedure for combining the results of Steps 1 through 5. However, it did note that if the executives decided to buy, they would request a more detailed analysis to set performance targets for measuring the success of the buy decision.
Requirements for the Decision-Support System
To develop the DSS for supply-chain-configuration decisions, we (1) identified the requirements for the decision-making process, (2) compared them with those specified in T&M 121, and (3) revised the process.
In designing a supply chain, decision makers should take into account (1) financial and nonfinancial considerations, (2) trade-offs among financial and nonfinancial factors, and (3) uncertainties that could affect the desirability of the alternatives. We needed a process that was flexible enough to use in many supply-chain-design situations but standard enough to help less experienced managers and analysts to conduct defensible analyses. That is, we wanted a decision-support system that would provide a template to guide managers and analysts to evaluate the right things in the right way. In addition, the DSS should provide an audit trail that would document the bases for recommendations to support executive decision making and to permit future reviews of the decisions.
T&M 121 addressed both financial and nonfinancial factors, but it did not provide a systematic way to address trade-offs among these considerations. Also, it did not specify what financial and nonfinancial elements to consider or how to analyze the nonfinancial elements. Finally, T&M 121 specified that analysts should use scenarios to evaluate uncertainties but it did not cover how to develop, compare, or use the scenarios. Thus, T&M 121 provided only limited guidance to managers and analysts about what considerations to include, how to address these considerations, and how to identify and analyze risks.
Researchers have done a great deal of work outside the field of supply-chain management on decision making, and a value-focused approach using multiobjective decision-analysis procedures has been widely applied (Keeney 1992 , Kirkwood 1997 , Keefer et al. 2004 ). Based on these successful applications in other fields, we decided to use that approach. Using this approach, one identifies or develops quantitative evaluation measure scales for each consideration and combines them into an overall measure of merit using a multiattribute utility function that quantitatively addresses trade-offs among the evaluation considerations. One also evaluates uncertainties quantitatively using probabilities and combines them with the multiattribute utility function to calculate an expected utility for each alternative. The expected utilities provide a basis for comparing alternatives in a single unified framework that combines multiple evaluation considerations, trade-offs, and uncertainties.
To estimate both the evaluation measure scores and the uncertainties, one uses the best available information, which may be existing data or, if there is no data, expert judgment. Because the analysis is quantitative, it is straightforward to conduct sensitivity analyses to address disagreements about the projected performance of the alternatives or trade-offs among the evaluation considerations.
Developing the Decision-Support System
To develop a DSS based on multiobjective decision analysis, we first determined a set of evaluation considerations for IBM to use in supply-chainconfiguration decision making through interviews with knowledgeable IBM analysts, managers, and executives (Table 1) . They specified seven cost elements, three quality elements, three customer-responsiveness elements, five strategic-issue elements, and four operating-constraint elements. The interviewees agreed that these considerations were appropriate for most decisions about supply-chain design and therefore constitute an IBM standard for the elements to consider in such decisions. The impact of the sourcing decision on overall corporate taxes paid on the generated income. Supply-chain geopolitical risk Rating on the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index, possibly modified to consider inflation.
Financial considerations
Cash-flow acceleration, ability to delay payment for purchases, and potential for inflation.
Operating constraints Physical infrastructure Potential to utilize unused capacity, resulting in savings relative to the cost to close existing facilities.
Sophistication and skills
Potential to utilize unused skills and the extent of required additional training. Support structure Additional effort required to maintain the relationship, including whether this expands an existing relationship or requires a new one. Continuity of IT systems and Extent of ongoing process interactions between IBM and the provider. business processes Table 1 : We developed these supply-chain-configuration evaluation considerations through interviews with IBM expert analysts, managers, and executives.
Because we interviewed experienced IBM personnel, it was straightforward for them to specify appropriate evaluation considerations, but developing scales for these considerations was more challenging. Because detailed cost evaluations might or might not be available for a decision, our DSS had to address both situations. When a specific cost analysis was available, the DSS could use a single cost-evaluationmeasure scale, the overall net present value, instead of seven separate cost elements. When such an analysis was not available, IBM analysts and managers agreed that the DSS should address the seven cost elements using expert judgment as it would for nonfinancial elements.
To understand our approach to developing the remaining evaluation scales, some additional background is useful. The supply-chain decisions of primary interest typically address changes to an existing supply chain rather than developing an entirely new supply chain. For example, suppose that IBM currently assembles a particular product in Malaysia from components and subsystems manufactured locally, in China, and in the United States. Its primary market for the product is in North America. The company is about to upgrade the product and is analyzing the possibility of moving final assembly to North America and outsourcing this to the manufacturer of a key subsystem in the United States. The product is an important element of an important IBM computer system but is not itself a major moneymaker in IBM's product line.
This example typifies the supply-chain-design decisions we are addressing with this DSS. IBM is not establishing a new operation, and it could continue using an existing supply chain. However, some managers think a change might save money or improve service. In addition, the managers frame the alternatives in a general way, with many details to be resolved after they make the basic decision (whether to move final assembly to North America and outsource to the US manufacturer). For example, moving final assembly half way around the world might imply that changing the source for some components could reduce costs or improve reliability, but managers cannot realistically address the benefits in detail until they make a decision on the location and outsourcing.
For such a medium-sized decision (significant, but not of enough strategic importance to merit executive management's sustained attention), conducting a detailed cost analysis of the configuration alternatives, which would typically mean obtaining bids from potential alternate suppliers, is not feasible within the resource and time constraints on the decision-making process. Large global companies, such as IBM, face myriad similar decisions. Given the increasing pace of change and time-based competition (Stalk 1990) , such companies must make many of these mid-level decisions quickly based on expert judgment rather than detailed data. In the current complex supply-chain environment, mid-level managers continually screen possible supply-chain improvements, subjecting only a few to detailed analysis.
In this decision-making situation, a practical approach to evaluating possibilities is to define scales that explicitly compare proposed supply-chain alternatives to the current situation, which is typically well known to the experts doing the assessments. These experts can often make judgments fairly easily in the following form: "the proposed alternative should have about 10 percent lower outbound transportation cost than the current supply chain."
A potential problem with this approach is the anchoring bias (Tversky and Kahneman 1974) , the well-established tendency for people to insufficiently adjust their assessed values from the number they use as a starting point (the anchor). For our case, the anchor would be the current supply chain. However, we believed that an assessment process based on something other than comparisons with the existing supply chain would be too time consuming for many of IBM's supply-chain-design decisions, because it would require extensive collection and analysis of information.
Because the size of the supply-chain decisions to be addressed by our DSS (as measured by resource requirements, cash flow, or other similar indicators) would vary substantially, we normalized for the decision size by using percentage variations as the evaluation scales, rather than absolute numbers. The scales were developed through interviews with IBM analysts and managers, and then standardized on a −10 to +10 basis for ease of comparison in tradeoffs, where +10 represents the best realistic score that might be obtained from a feasible supply-chainreconfiguration alternative (Table 2 ). For example, for manufacturing-process quality (defects), we assigned a 10 to an expert projection of a certain percentage increase in manufacturing-process yield (shown as "xx" to conceal proprietary information) that might be obtained from a feasible supply-chain reconfiguration; a projected decrease of the same percentage in manufacturing-process yield would be assigned a −10, and a projection of no change would be assigned a zero. We determined specific numbers for the xx and yy placeholders by interviewing IBM experts.
Utility Function
Our next step was to specify a utility function to combine the evaluation scales into a single indicator of each alternative's merit. In developing the evaluation considerations, we took care that they were preferentially independent so that we could use a weighted additive value function to combine them (Kirkwood 1997) . Because the size of these decisions is small compared to IBM's overall size, regardless of how one defines size, we could reasonably assume that preferences are linear with respect to the evaluation considerations, and hence we could take the overall value function as a weighted sum of the evaluation measures. Direct rating on −10 to 10 scale, relative to current configuration.
Operating constraints Physical infrastructure Difference of more than $xx. Sophistication and skills Difference of more than $xx. Support structure
The required engineering and additional functional support reduces by xx% by pursuing this option. Continuity of IT systems and Linkage of networks requires more than xx months or costs more than $yy. business processes (This defines the worst realistic score.) Table 2 : We developed these specifications of the best realistic scores on the evaluation scales, usually in terms of percentage change from the current supply-chain configuration, through interviews with IBM expert analysts, managers, and executives. We use xx and yy to disguise proprietary figures.
We initially considered using scenarios in the DSS to address uncertainties, as T&M 121 specified. However, from discussions with IBM analysts and managers, we realized that the uncertainties associated with the supply-chain-reconfiguration alternatives are typically not strategic in nature, but rather concern the specific scores for particular evaluation scales. An appropriate way to deal with such uncertainties is to assess probability distributions for the individual evaluation scales. For these (relatively) small decisions, it is appropriate to use the expected value as the utility for ranking alternatives that have uncertainty. Keefer and Bodily (1983) showed that one usually needs to assess only three fractiles for most probability distributions to obtain good approximations for the expected value. Therefore, our DSS uses the 0.05-fractile, the median, and the 0.95-fractile for each uncertain evaluation scale. It then uses the extended PearsonTukey approximation to calculate the expected value from these three fractiles (Appendix). For a specific supply-chain decision, knowledgeable IBM managers and analysts determine the fractiles in a facilitated workshop setting using standard judgmental probability-assessment methods (Clemen 1996 , Kirkwood 1997 . As the final step in specifying the DSS, we established the weights for the scales in the multiattribute value function through interviews with IBM analysts and managers. Because we specified most of the scales based on a percentage variation from the current supply-chain configuration, we believed that these weights should be similar for a substantial range of supply-chain-reconfiguration decisions. In fact, IBM managers saw this commonality as desirable, essentially establishing an official company policy about the trade-offs among the various evaluation considerations. We assessed the weights using standard swing-weight assessment procedures (Clemen 1996) . Experienced IBM analysts and managers assessed initial base-case weights, and these were checked and modified as necessary for specific analyses. Our assumption that the weights should be similar across decisions seems valid based on our pilot applications of the DSS. We do not show the actual IBM base-case weights in our examples for proprietary reasons, but the 15 nonfinancial considerations' weights add up to considerably more than the weight assigned to cost. Because the weight on a consideration determines the impact that variations on the consideration will have on the quantitative analysis results, the substantial weight on the nonfinancial considerations indicates their importance in supplychain-configuration decisions.
An application of the DSS could assess cost using expert judgment for the seven separate cost elements, or it could use a detailed cost analysis that would produce a single overall cost number (typically net present value) that incorporates the seven cost elements, rather than the percentage basis used for nonfinancial considerations (Table 2 ). In the latter case, a weight is required to trade off the absolute dollar value against the nonfinancial evaluation measures. This requires specifying a particular percentage variation from the cost of the current supply chain as equivalent to a specified variation in the nonfinancial factors. This converts the absolute dollar variations into percentage variations for assessment purposes, and hence the cost weight determined in this way should be fairly constant across supplychain-reconfiguration decisions.
Probability Analysis
Because the overall value used to rank alternatives is a weighted sum of the scores on the individual scales, the expected overall value is equal to the weighted sum of the expected scores for the individual evaluation measures. Hence, we need to determine only the marginal probability distributions for individual measure scales to determine the expected overall value. However, some analysts and managers wanted the probability distribution for the overall value as well as the expected value: "Even though the expected value for the proposed alternative is higher than the current situation, what is the probability that the outcome might actually end up worse than the current situation?"
In general, it is complicated to determine the probability distribution for the overall value because it depends on the joint probability distribution over the evaluation measures. However, in some situations we can reasonably assume statistical independence among these evaluation measures. This assumption is reasonable because we are assessing the probability distributions for a specified alternative, and hence statistical independence means that, for a specified alternative, the probability distribution for one evaluation measure does not depend on the scores of the other evaluation measures. Intuitively, this is reasonable when the possible range of variation on the various evaluation measures is not too large, although when the range of possible variation is very large, this assumption might not be realistic. For example, if the range of possible variations on field-product quality is very large, then knowing its level might change the probability distribution for fulfillment and customer quality because poor levels of field-product quality might lead to decreased customer satisfaction. However, because we defined the evaluation measures to address different aspects of supply-chain performance, and because the existing supply chain is operating reasonably well, such interdependencies should be rare.
When the evaluation measures are statistically independent, the probability distribution for the overall value is conceptually straightforward to calculate by convolving the probability distributions for the individual measures. However, we did not assess the complete probability distribution for each evaluation measure, but only the 0.05 fractile, the median, and the 0.95 fractile. Fortunately, Poland (1999) developed a procedure for approximating the probability distribution for a sum of independent uncertain quantities using moment matching and a lognormal distribution that we adapted to our situation (Appendix).
We developed our procedure using two specific applications and then applied it to three other applications to further test it. Because we intend the process to be applied by analysts and managers who differ in sophistication and access to software, we implemented it within an Excel spreadsheet environment. The calculations are straightforward to implement in an Excel workbook, and Excel provides good tools for graphically displaying the analysis results. In addition, we implemented the moment-matching procedure for determining the probability distribution for the overall value using the Excel Solver add-in (Appendix). Table 3: This table shows illustrative input information for a DSS application. Managers and analysts must determine the evaluation considerations and numerical values for each application. Our experience indicates that the evaluation considerations, category weights, within-category weights, and best realistic scores are similar across a range of supply-chain-reconfiguration decisions. Thus, the primary new effort for each application is to determine the scores. These numbers are illustrative and do not represent any specific application.
Illustrative Example
The numbers in this example are realistic but not from any specific application. The example assumes that the seven cost elements have been determined based on agreed net-present-value projections so that there is one overall cost. Expert judgments must be used to determine the evaluation measure scales and four different sets of numbers-the best realistic score for each scale, category weights, within-category weights, and fractile scores (Table 3) .
Our experience indicates that the evaluation scales, best realistic scores, category weights, and withincategory weights will typically not vary substantially across applications. Thus, the process starts by confirming these and making any modifications needed for a particular application. The first step is to confirm the best realistic score for each evaluation measure, corresponding to the best case being considered for each evaluation measure, followed by a confirmation of the category and within-category weights.
We determined the within-category weights using the swing-weight-assessment procedure. To understand the procedure, consider the customerresponsiveness category. The three items within that category are cycle time, missed commitments, and revenue recognition, whose best realistic scores are 10, 10, and 5, respectively (Table 3) . We asked the experts to consider a hypothetical situation in which they could specify an alternative to have the best realistic score for only one of the three evaluation considerations, with the others remaining at the score for the current supply-chain configuration, and to choose which consideration to improve to the best realistic score. For the weights shown in Table 3 , they said they would be indifferent between improving missed commitments or revenue recognition. This means that the within-category weights for these two considerations must be equal, and each weight must be greater than the weight for cycle time.
To determine specific values for the weights, we asked the experts to specify what intermediate score for one of the two evaluation considerations with the highest weight (say, revenue recognition) would make them just indifferent between a hypothetical alternative with that intermediate score or another hypothetical alternative with cycle time at its best realistic score of 10. For the weights shown in Table 3 , they responded 2.5. Because 2.5 is half way between the base-case score for missed commitments of 0 and its best realistic score of 5, this means that the weight for cycle time must be half as great as the weight for revenue recognition. Because the within-category weights for the three items within the customerresponsiveness category must sum to 100 percent, weights for cycle time, missed commitments, and revenue recognition must be 20 percent, 40 percent, and 40 percent, respectively.
A similar procedure is used to determine category weights, asking the experts to estimate the influence of changes to one category at a time under the condition that the category weights must sum to 100 percent.
Finally, the extended Pearson-Tukey approximation fractiles incorporate the uncertainty of achieving results on each evaluation measure. For example, a 0.05 fractile for a field-product quality of −9 means the experts estimated that choosing the proposed alternative would entail a 0.05 probability that fieldproduct quality will decline by nine percent or more relative to the current supply-chain configuration. Similarly, a 0.50 fractile of −6 means a 0.50 probability that field-product quality will decline by six percent or more, and a 0.95 fractile of −1 means a 0.95 probability that field-product quality will decline by one percent or more. Clemen (1996) and Kirkwood (1997) describe the standard process for eliciting these fractile values.
Once we specified the numbers for the various considerations (Table 3) , the calculations for evaluating the proposed alternative were straightforward and easily done in a spreadsheet (Table 4) . For example, consider revenue recognition. With 15 percent for the category weight and 40 percent for the withincategory weight, the overall weight is 0 15 × 0 4 = 0 06, and the normalized score for the 0.05-fractile is 10 × −3/5 = −6, where the normalization is done by assigning a normalized score of 10 to the best realistic score of 5. Thus, the weighted-normalized score for this fractile is 0 06 × −6 = −0 36. We calculated the weighted-normalized scores for the other two fractiles of revenue recognition in the same way and used them to calculate the three moments of the distribution using the extended Pearson-Tukey approximation. This approximation assigns probabilities of 0.185, 0.630, and 0.185 to the 0.05 fractile, the 0.50 fractile, and the 0.95 fractile, respectively. We thus calculated the expected value for revenue recognition from the fractile information as We used a similar procedure to calculate the variance and third central moment, and this procedure is easily automated in a spreadsheet.
We then applied the procedure described in the appendix to the totals for expected value, variance, and third central moment (Table 4) to determine the parameters for a shifted reflected lognormal distribution that approximates the probability distribution for the overall score. Using this procedure, we obtain the parameters a = 6 032033, m = 1 61825, and s = 0 179504, and we can graph the resulting probability distribution (Figure 1 ). While the expected value Table 3 . The weighted-normalized-scores columns show the results for the fractiles in Table 3 , and they are used to calculate the first three moments for each evaluation measure with the extended Pearson-Tukey approximation. The numbers in the Total row at the bottom of the three moment columns are the totals for each column. The positive overall-expected-value score for the proposed alternative shows that the proposed alternative is preferred to the current configuration. The negative total third central moment means the probability distribution is skewed to the left.
of the overall score for the proposed alternative is positive at 0.905542 and the proposed alternative is therefore preferred to the base case, the graph shows that the probability that the realized overall score will be less than zero is substantial, in which case the proposed alternative would be inferior to the current configuration. We used the Excel LOGNORMDIST function to determine that the probability the score will be less than zero is 0.15956. Because we used a spreadsheet program to do all calculations, we could readily conduct a sensitivity analysis to see the implications of disagreements about weights or other input data.
Implementation and Applications
We applied our DSS to evaluate five IBM supplychain-reconfiguration decisions:
(1) Should IBM perform the labeling and initialization for Product M internally at its Facility A or have it performed externally by Contractor B? The analysis showed a substantial preference for using Contractor B because this would protect profit from deep discounting by the sales team and also offer some strategic advantage. Negative factors for using Contractor B were slight decreases in quality and customer responsiveness. A sensitivity analysis showed that the weight for any factor could be decreased by 20 percent or increased by 40 percent without changing the results.
(2) Should Product L be produced by IBM or Contractor Y, and which control center location would provide the greatest tax advantage? The analysis showed a very weak preference for using Contractor Y and was especially helpful in quantifying the impact of nonfinancial factors, which had previously been addressed qualitatively. Overall score
Probability density
Figure 1: Using the Excel LOGNORMDIST function, we integrate this probability density function for the overall score in Table 4 over the range less than zero to determine that there is approximately a 16 percent probability that the proposed alternative will have an overall score worse than the current supply-chain configuration. This is true even though the expected value for the proposed alternative is greater than zero, indicating it is preferred to the current configuration.
ysis showed a weaker than expected preference for Asian Location 2. (4) Should Product K be fulfilled from Location 1, the existing location, or Location 2? (Our vendor would be moving to Location 2.) All evaluation categories favored Location 2, with such a substantial improvement in customer responsiveness that this turned out to be the dominating influence.
(5) Should Product X be sourced in Asian Country A or B? The analysis showed a significant preference for Country B, despite Country A's substantial cost advantage, because Country B gave a greater certainty of meeting business objectives. The DSS was useful in this case mostly for improved efficiency in reaching a group consensus. Using the DSS, a 45 minute team conference call was sufficient to debate issues and rapidly come to a conclusion.
Concluding Remarks
Based on these applications, we can draw conclusions about the DSS. First, it is effective in addressing the key features of supply-chain configuration decisions, and experienced analysts and managers find its evaluations to be realistic. Furthermore, when its results differ from their intuition, the spreadsheets provide an audit trail to explain the causes of the differences. In addition, the five applications showed that the analysts can use our DSS to assess alternatives quickly and reach consensus about how to proceed. Whether or not the analysis shows a clear winner, the DSS provides an audit trail that shows the reasons for the conclusion. Finally, because the DSS integrates both financial and nonfinancial aspects in one analysis and uses probabilities to quantify uncertainties, we can easily conduct sensitivity analyses to determine the impact of varying assumptions.
After reviewing these applications, experienced managers and analysts pointed out that this system does not remove the need for expert input, but it clarifies where this input is desirable. Because it requires explicit numbers or probabilities for the evaluation considerations, an analysis is unlikely to ignore important aspects of the supply-chain-design decision. Even if the managers and analysts are not familiar with some facet of the supply-chain alternatives, the system will prompt them to seek input from experienced people, and IBM analysts and managers viewed this enforcement of completeness as an advantage.
Executive managers who reviewed the applications found the audit trail and the sensitivity analysis particularly useful. They gained a clear understanding of the rationale for recommendations, and confidence that all key aspects of the decision had been investigated. Technically inclined executives also found useful the capability within a spreadsheet to quickly see the consequences of modifying analysis assumptions.
The DSS helped analysts and managers to consider all the key elements of supply-chain redesign. The quantitative process implemented in a spreadsheet structured the alternatives and provided an audit trail for making decisions. IBM can use the system for a variety of routine supply-chain-configuration decisions for which it traditionally used informal methods, and we expect that it will use this process to address a range of supply-chain decisions. In addition, we received the 2004 INFORMS Decision Analysis Society Practice Award for this work. determined in accordance with the axioms of decision theory (Pratt et al. 1964; Kirkwood 1997, §9 .9), we can rank order alternatives in terms of their expected utilities. To apply a utility function, we must specify a form for the utility function that can be determined in practice. We assumed that additive independence holds, and hence the utility function has the weighted-additive form u x 1 x 2 x n = n i=1 k i u i x i , where k i are nonnegative constants and u i x i are single-dimensional functions (Kirkwood 1997, Theorem 9.32) . We assumed that the range of variation on each evaluation-measure scale is small enough so that we can use expected value to rank order alternatives with respect to uncertainties about a single evaluation measure scale, and hence the utility function is u x 1 x 2 x n = n i=1 k i x i . To apply this utility function to rank alternatives with uncertainties, we must determine a probability distribution over x 1 x 2 x n for each alternative. Because the utility function is a weighted sum of uncertain quantities, the expected utility is the weighted sum of the expected values for the individual evaluation-measure scales, and therefore we need only determine the marginal probability distributions for the individual evaluation-measure scales to determine this expected utility. Keefer (1994) and Keefer and Bodily (1983) have shown that one can calculate accurate expected values in most practical situations using only the 0.05-fractile, 0.50-fractile (median) and 0.95-fractiles for the uncertain quantity, and we used this approach. (This three-point discrete approximation is called the extended Pearson-Tukey approximation (Kirkwood 1997, Chapters 5 and 6) .)
To obtain a probability distribution for the overall value, we must make additional assumptions. If the evaluation measures are probabilistically independent, once we specify an alternative, then the probability distribution over the set of evaluation-measure scales equals the product of the probability distributions over each evaluation-measure scale. However, even with this assumption, two difficulties remain in determining the probability distribution for the overall utility in our application: (1) we know only the 0.05-, 0.50-, and 0.95-fractiles for each marginal probability distribution, and (2) the convolution procedure we must use to find the probability distribution for the overall utility based on the marginal probability distributions is complex to implement in a spreadsheet.
Poland (1999) studied a mathematically similar situation and developed a procedure for approximating the probability distribution for the overall value based on the fact that, for a sum of independent uncertain quantities, the third central moment of the sum 3 ≡ E x − x 3 , where E represents expectation and x is the expected value of x, is equal to the sum of the third central moments for the individual uncertain quantities. We can use this result along with the well-known facts that the expected value of a sum of uncertain quantities and the variance of a sum of independent uncertain quantities are equal to the sums of the expected values and variances, respectively, of the individual uncertain quantities, to calculate the expected value, variance, and third central moment for the probability distribution of the overall value.
Poland suggested using a shifted lognormal distribution as a three-parameter probability distribution that we can fit to the calculated expected value, variance, and third central moment. A lognormal distribution is always skewed to the right (that is, it has a positive third central moment), and for cases with a left skew (that is, a negative third central moment), Poland suggested using a probability distribution that is constructed by reflecting the lognormal distribution around the shift point.
Here are formulas for the shifted and shiftedreflected lognormal distributions (Weisstein 2004 , National Institute of Standards and Technology 2004 , Resa Corporation 2004 . A lognormal distribution for an uncertain quantity x is the probability distribution such that y = ln x has a normal distribution with expected value m and standard deviation s. (Here, ln represents the natural logarithm, and x is greater than zero.) The probability density function f x for a shifted lognormal probability distribution is as follows, where the parameter a is the amount by which the lower limit of the lognormal random variable range is shifted from zero:
The cumulative distribution function F x for a shifted lognormal distribution can be calculated using A shifted lognormal distribution always has a positive third central moment, and we can construct a distribution with a negative third central moment by reflecting the lognormal distribution around the shift point x = a. For this shifted and reflected lognormal distribution, Thus, we used the following procedure to approximate the probability distribution for the overall value:
(1) Calculate the expected value, variance, and third central moment for the weighted score on each evaluation scale using the extended Pearson-Tukey approximation.
(2) Sum these quantities for all scales to determine the expected value, variance, and third central moment for the overall value. Depending on whether the third central moment is positive or negative, use either a shifted lognormal distribution or a shifted reflected lognormal distribution as the approximating probability distribution for the overall value.
(3) Solve for the values of the parameters a, m, and s of the shifted lognormal or shifted reflected lognormal distribution using the procedure below.
(4) Use the Excel LOGNORMDIST function to calculate probabilities for this distribution.
For
Step 3, calculate the expected value, variance, and third central moment of a shifted lognormal distribution or a shifted reflected lognormal distribution using the formulas presented above. Determine the left-hand sides of these formulas from the calculations in Step 2, and solve the resulting three equations for the three parameters a, m, and s of the shifted lognormal or shifted reflected lognormal distribution. We can solve these nonlinear equations numerically using Excel's Solver add-in as follows: Insert an expression into a spreadsheet cell for the sum of the squares of the differences between the left and right-hand sides of the equations above for the expected value, variance, and third central moment. Then, run Solver to find the values of a, m, and s that minimize this expression. When the expression minimizes to zero, then the corresponding values of a, m, and s are the parameters of the shifted lognormal or shifted reflected lognormal distribution for the overall value. In some cases, the orders of magnitude of the three terms in the expression to be minimized will be substantially different, and we can obtain more accurate solutions if we multiply the three terms in the sum-ofsquares expression by weighting constants that make the orders of magnitudes of the resulting weighted terms approximately equal.
Somers, New York 10589, writes: "This is to verify that Craig Kirkwood, Matthew Slaven, and Arnold Maltz did conduct the work reported in "Improving Supply-Chain-Reconfiguration Decisions at IBM." I was the executive sponsor for this work, and it provides an excellent example of industry/university collaboration that has provided us with practically useful results. Prior to this work, the method that we used for initial analysis of supply chain alternatives provided a detailed analysis of financial aspects of the alternatives, but was less detailed with respect to nonfinancial aspects, trade-offs, and risks. The approach presented in this paper allows us to address these important nonfinancial issues in a systematic, quantitative, and practical manner.
"This approach is also valuable because it provides a quantitative template for making these types of supply-chain decisions based on the best thinking of our most experienced analysts and managers. This template will quickly bring less experienced analysts and managers up to speed on how to analyze these types of decisions and the applications reported in the paper demonstrate that the approach helps to speed decision making, while still ensuring that all the key factors are considered.
"Based on the success of the applications reported in this paper, we have decided to include this approach in a 'sourcing toolkit' that is currently being assembled to provide analysis support across IBM's Integrated Supply Chain organization. I anticipate that similar analysis approaches will be useful for a variety of different supply chain decisions in the future."
